




Viladomat Group can offer some of the finest diamonds in the world, thanks to the co- operation with some 

of the finest and most reputable diamond cutters in the world. Our access to off-market reservoirs of 

gemstones with certified provenance is essential to our clients.  

One of the first things most people learn about diamonds is that not all diamonds are created equal. In fact, 

every diamond is unique. Diamonds come in many sizes, shapes, colors, and with various internal 

characteristics. 

All polished diamonds are valuable. That value is based on a combination of factors. Rarity is one of those 

factors. Diamonds with certain qualities are more rare—and more valuable—than diamonds that lack them. 

Jewelry professionals use a systematic way to evaluate and discuss these factors. Otherwise, there would be 

no way to compare one diamond to another. And there would be no way to evaluate and discuss the 

qualities of an individual diamond. Diamond professionals use the grading system developed by GIA in the 

1950s, which established the use of four important factors to describe and classify diamonds: Clarity, Color, 

Cut, and Carat Weight. 



The diamond market is the most consolidated commodity market with two major producers comprising 

about 52 percent of the total supply, globally. 

The world rough-diamond demand in the next 15 years is forecasted to grow and the supply is projected 

to decline causing the gap between supply and demand to widen starting in 2019. 

The price of polished colourless diamonds has been stagnant for the past decade; both rough and 

polished prices are destined to rise due to increasing costs in mining independently from demand/supply.

Entering the market early will reward investors with a mid- to long-term view. 

Investments in polished diamonds today are considered to be <5% of total demand.  This number may 

increase considerably overtime as well as see the proliferation of exchange traded funds containing 

portfolios of investment grade diamonds. 

We exclusively select diamonds that are natural, mined and conflict-free. 

Colorless Diamonds



Fancy Color Diamonds offer many advantages to investors: a hard asset that can hedge against inflation 

and the devaluation of paper money with low correlation to other asset classes and almost zero correlation 

to equities. 

Fancy color diamonds as investment represent an attractive opportunity to profit over the long term as the 

supply/demand balance is more acute than in the colorless diamond market.   

The upward trajectory of natural fancy color diamond prices over the past few decades has never been 

interrupted with prices at trade level that appreciated since 1959 at an average 10-12% per annum without 

ever falling. 

For every 100,000 gem diamonds unearthed there may be just one natural colored diamond of the finest 

color or intensity. 

We exclusively select diamonds that are natural fancy color, mined and conflict-free sourced from off- 

market pools. 

Fancy Color Diamonds



Colored Gemstones

Depletion of historical deposits is a primary cause of appreciation, whilst the discovery of new sources is 

increasingly rare. 

Colored gemstones are mostly extracted from small mines  and the fragmented rough market ensures an 

organic appreciation. 

Country of origin is today a very important driver for appreciation alongside colour saturation and clarity. 

We access off-market reservoirs of gemstones with provenance from depleted mines as well as mines from 

key regions. 



Buying Procedures

The first step when you are buying a diamond is to issue a LOI with POF addressed 

to seller. 

After negotiation and when you are ready to continue a FCO should be issued in the 

name of the client.   

When the seller have accepted the FCO the transaction can begin (see transaction 

procedures). 

      THE PROCEDURES CAN BE A LITTLE  DIFFERENT FROM SELLER TO SELLER! 



Transaction Procedures

1) The Buyer signs an Irrevocable Corporate Purchase Order (ICPO) addressed to the Seller 

2) The seller deposits the Product with Malca-Amit/Brinks/Ferrari (secure shippers) 

3) The Buyer pays directly Malca-Amit/Brinks/Ferrari for the Transport of the Product (from           

     office of provenance to the agreed Malca-Amit viewing room and from Malca-Amit viewing     

     room back to the office of provenance), Inspection, Insurance and Security. 

4) Upon arrival of the Product in the agreed viewing room, the Buyer has 5 (five) days to                

     inspect the Product accompanied by one gemologist/specialist selected by theBuyer to          

     check compliance of the product with the relevant certificate. 

5) Upon positive verification, the Buyer instructs payment for the goods within 3 (three) days       

     from the date of inspections. The cost of the Transport of the Product is deducted from the     

     total payable by the Buyer to the Seller. If payment is not instructed within the agreed time,     

     the Product is returned to the office of provenance. 

6) Upon receipt of the payment on the Seller´s account and bank clearance, the ownership title 

     is transferred to the Buyer and the Buyer may collect the Product from the secured location   

     where the product is lodged. 
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